
Correspondence, File and Case Management 
System for efficient office operation 

Benefits
•  Speeds up the process of Correspondence 

Recording and Tracking, which includes 
correspondence, documents and files.

• Provides a better means for data dissemination 
where each organisation or agency will be able to 
create and manage their own cases.

• Allows comprehensive tracking, reporting and 
monitoring of cases within an organisation or 
agency

• Expedites the process of action and mail routing 
between agencies

• Expedites the process of action and document 
routing between officers

• Provides fast searching of files and mail

• Access to your mail and files via PCs or mobile 
devices anytime, anywhere

• Centralized dashboard that shows all pending tasks

• Computerized file registry and mail tracking 
administration

Features
•  Inter-Agency Mail Routing allows mail to be sent to other 

agencies that also use PROACTUS

•  Remark Routing within organisation or agency

•  Online Templates for creation of Outgoing Mail

•  Registration and routing of Mail items and Non-Mail items

•  QR Code Generation for outgoing mail

•  Simulated Physical Filing Structure for easier searching 
of Files using Cabinet, Drawer and File

•  Online File Access Requests allow multiple officers to 
virtually borrow a file simultaneously 

•  Physical File Movement Tracking

•  Tracking of Important Milestones in a Case

•  Dashboard Notification Centre for pending tasks

•  Daily Email Reminders and Notifications

•  Web Interface, Mobile Interface and Internet Technology 

•  Security & Access Control with user roles and access rights

•  Various Statistics and Reports

•  Audit Trial with a detailed log of user activities

Paperless Registry Operations and Case Tracking Unified System
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PROACTUS is a web enabled, paperless correspondence, document, file and case tracking system 
that was developed to facilitate the management of task assignments and case data in a centralised 
depository for processing, reporting and planning purposes within and across organisations or agencies.



Built-in Workflow
Incorporated with workflow technology, PROACTUS can be deployed beyond the Registry to any executive’s 
desktop or mobile device for monitoring and tracking of actions (cases) that are typically associated with incoming 
and outgoing mails, anywhere and anytime. PROACTUS allows you to keep track of the progress of a case at a 
glance and ensures your organisation’s mails and documents are well organized and managed at all times.

Electronic Routing and Distribution
Making the best use of your time, PROACTUS allows physical documents to be scanned and attached for 
routing to Action Officers. To ensure the mail can be dispatched in a matter of seconds, predefined custom 
templates can be used. Even better, the automatic routing system will also prompt the document sender and 
recipient if no action has been taken by the receiver after a certain length of time. And now, in this latest 
version, PROACTUS allows correspondence and cases to be routed to other organizations or agencies that 
also use PROACTUS.

Security and File Tracking
PROACTUS ensures that your files remain secure and safe through the use of access rights and user roles. 
Users are only able to read content authorised for their roles. In addition, the system keeps a detailed log of 
every user’s activities. PROACTUS also keeps track of the movement of physical files so that the borrower 
and location of a file is always known. The system also allows users to borrow a virtual file rather than the 
physical file to further ensure file safety. In addition to the safety of the physical file, virtual files also have the 
added advantage of allowing multiple users to borrow the same file at the same time.

Searching
PROACTUS offers your organization a cleaner and more spacious working environment as once the data on 
files and mails are captured, information can be deployed electronically in as many way as the number of 
data items captured. Free-text search using one or more key-words allows you to search for any data item 
captured. QR-Codes generated by the system allow mail to be retrieved even faster just by scanning the 
code. Filing systems have never been as neat and easy as with PROACTUS.

System Overview
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